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By Louise Gluck

Ecco Press, United States, 1996. Hardback. Book Condition:
New. Reissue. 226 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Proofs Theories is a long-awaited first gathering of
essays by one of this country s most brilliant poets. Like her
poems, the prose of Ms. Gluck, who won the Pulitzer Prize for
poetry in 1993 for The Wild Iris, is compressed, fastidious,
fierce, alert, and absolutely unconsoled. The force of her
thought is apparent everywhere in her writing and whether she
is contemplating - skeptically - the critical currency of ideas like
courage and sincerity, T. S. Eliot s reduced reputation as a poet
of impersonality, the loyalties of the objectivist George Oppen,
or the ferocity in the headlong art of Sylvia Plath, there is
something exhilarating about her seriousness, spare, austere,
mind-clearing, and adamantly alive. She shares her skepticism
with a whole temper of post-modern critical thought. But post-
modernism, on the whole, has stood aside from what artists
have thought was at stake in their art in order to dissect it. Ms.
Gluck is also quite expert - wry sometimes, darkly funny even -
at dissection but in these essays one never doubts what is at
stake: an art...
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This kind of pdf is every thing and made me seeking ahead plus more. It is probably the most amazing ebook i have
study. I am quickly can get a enjoyment of reading a composed pdf.
-- Flor ence Ruther for d DDS-- Flor ence Ruther for d DDS

Definitely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read through. It is really simplified but unexpected situations
in the 50 % from the publication. You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are
for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Jer a ld Cha m plin II--  Jer a ld Cha m plin II
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